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Abstract
In the last 20 years, the fight against modern slavery has gained popular consciousness. The
anti-slavery campaigners actively utilize statements such as ‘’35 million people across globe
today have been trafficked into, or otherwise trapped in, slavery’’. One of such organization
has been THE WHY, a Copenhagen based NGO that aims to raise awareness about human
rights through documentary films. The aim of this thesis is to analyze ‘’modern slavery’’
discourse in mass media communication. Primary data set is a documentary film ‘’Maid in
Hell’’ which is part of the WHYSLAVERY? project launched in 2018, consisting total of six
films. Taking Norman Fairclough’s work as inspiration and theoretical background for this
thesis, this paper will focus on critical discourse analysis and mass media communication. By
implementing social semiotic approach of studying documentaries, the results show that there
are clear differences in the representation of character is the film. Furthermore, the analysis
showed that individualization of social problems has an effect of excluding historical and social
context of the kafala system. The results indicate that the film ‘’Maid in Hell’’ is a product of
number of sociocultural changes that has a likely effect of constituting ‘’modern slavery’’
discourse. Therefore, this thesis has contributed to the excising literature about modern slavery
and its effects on creating knowledge about our current social problems and the analysis of this
particular documentary films opens up a number of different issues, problems that need further
attention and research.

Key Words: Critical discourse analysis – Modern Slavery – Human trafficking – Documentary
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MAID IN HELL: A CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF A DOCUMENTARY
FILM RAISING AWARENESS ON ‘’MODERN SLAVERY’’

Figure 1: Domestic worker called Leila in the recruitment agency office (Appendix 1, 43:34)
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1. Introduction, motivation and problem area
In the last 20 years, the fight against modern slavery (also know as anti-slavery campaigners or
the new abolitionists) has gained popular consciousness. The anti-slavery campaigners actively
utilize statements such as ‘’35 million people across globe today have been trafficked into, or
otherwise trapped in, slavery’’ (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 1). Filmmakers, politicians, nongovernmental organizations, media representatives have all put efforts into eradicating modern
slavery. Those efforts are mostly met by actors in the liberal states like UK, United States and
Australia. The discussions that are put to the forefront are anything from prostitution to child
labour to illigal immigration. Even though there is no single definition of modern slavery, each
of those actors have implemented a definition that is suitable for their political agenda
(O'Connell Davidson 2015, 4). The result has been a success in terms of political awareness,
institutional integration and rhetorical support (Bunting 2017, 5).

In 2018, a global campaign that aims to raise awareness about human trafficking and modern
slavery was launched by a Copenhagen based non-governmental organization ‘’THE WHY?’’.
The project ‘’WHY SLAVERY?’’ included six different documentary films about issues
relating to human trafficking and each one of them aimed to show how slavery exists in different
parts of the world in a modern way. From India to Middle East, USA to Hungary and finally
North Korea. The documentary films covered topics about different forms of modern slavery:
state imposed slavery, child trafficking, domestic servitude and sexual slavery. According to
their own formulation, WHY SLAVERY? project ensures that ‘’everywhere, modern slavery
is not only known of, but is brought to the fore of global conversation.’’ The question arises
here: what conversation exactly is being pushed to the forefront of the global audience? What
kind of knowledge does these films spread about ‘’modern slavery’’?

The reason for choosing this area of study for my thesis is because in 2018 I conducted my
internship at THE WHY. I was interning during the launch of the WHYSLAVERY? project
and therefore got a very detailed insight into the work of NGO’s, documentary industry and
awareness raising campaigns. I was interning in the role of an video editor and one of my main
tasks was to edit those six documentaries into five minute short films. Those short films were
screened across social media platforms like Instagram and YouTube, museums in Copenhagen
and Aarhus and at the official launch of the campaign in Copenhagen where press
representatives and number of people from documentary industry were present.
5

As I started my role as a video editor at THE WHY, I thought the main aim is to explain the
notion of modern slavery as precisely as possible. But I realized to my surprise that the political
accuracy wasn’t the priority. Instead the management wanted to see emotions, something that
‘’would touch people’s hearts’’ and make an impact on them. That’s when I adapted to my new
role, which was far away from being a political scientist and instead I became a creative editor
who was trying to sell other people’s suffering on screen. Being rather conflicted between my
knowledge in migration studies and my new role at the NGO, I decided to go along with the
project for the time of my internship and take it as a learning experience. This learning
experience brought me to this thesis as I felt the necessity to research the topic of modern
slavery in a clearer detail and understand the role of documentary films in creating knowledge
about social issues.
Taking Norman Fairclough’s work (N. Fairclough 2010) as inspiration and theoretical
background for this thesis, this paper will focus on critical discourse analysis and mass media
communication. According to Fairclough mass media plays an important role in contemporary
processes of social and cultural change. One of such mass medias are documentary films, as
they involve media discourses that play and important role in wider processes of cultural
change, power relations and ideological processes in the society. Documentary films can be
educational and informative, yet they can also be persuasive. This means that they try to get the
viewers to see things in particular way. Their aim can be also entertaining in order to tell a good
story and elaborate a convincing argument which is essential for producing a good film.
Therefore, documentary films are subject to complex economic, political and cultural pressures.
(N. Fairclough 2010, 42)
I chose to focus on one specific documentary film, which is called ‘’Maid in Hell.’’ According
to the description on the official website, ‘’Maid in Hell’’ is a film that portrays ‘’harassment,
abuse, rape and 18-hour work days as a commonplace reality for domestic workers who have
travelled to the Middle East to find employment.’’ The films main story is the one from 35year-old Mary Kibwana, who returned from Jordan back to Kenya in a wheelchair with 70
percent of her body burned (The Why Foundation 2018, 8). The WHY states on their website
that they use documentaries in order to raise awareness about ‘’modern slavery’’ and making
sure that is not only known of but is brought to the fore of global conversation. Looking through
critical perspective, it is important to ask what is it exactly that we are ‘’getting to know about’’
modern slavery and ‘’what type of conversation that is being brought up’’? In other words,
which discourse is this documentary film representing and what is its ideological function?
6

1.1 Research question
Therefore, the research question can be formulated as following:
How is the film ‘’Maid in Hell’’ as a media text socially constituting modern slavery discourse?
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2. Theoretical background
2.1 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
This thesis will implement Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis (CDA) as a theoretical and
methodological framework. More specifically, it will implement Fariclough’s social theory of
media discourse. According to Fairclough mass media plays a relevant role in contemporary
social systems and therefore is a vital part of studying sociocultural change. (N. Fairclough
2010, 2) An important characteristic of economic, social and cultural change of late modernity
is that they excist as discourses as well as processes that are taking place outside discourse, and
that the processes that are taking place outside discourse are substantively shaped by these
discourses. (N. Fairclough 2010, 4)

Fairclough defines discourse as spoken and written language and he extends it to other types of
semiotic activities such as visual images (photography, film, video, diagrams) and non-verbal
communication like for example gestures. Viewing language as a discourse also implies
viewing language as a social practise. Language is socially and historically situated mode of
action and it is socially shaped but also socially shaping- or socially consitutive (N. Fairclough
2010, 55).

The aim of this thesis is to understand and explore how the ‘’Maid in Hell’’ film as media text
is socially constituting modern slavery discourse, or in other words, how does it affect our
understanding of ‘’modern slavery’’. The reason why it is relevant to apply such framework for
a documentary film that aims at raising awareness about social problems is because
documentary films implement rhetorical devices that reproduce and maintains excisting social
identities, relations and systems of knowledge and belief (N. Fairclough 2010, 55).

CDA is located within a tradition of critical realism and critical social scientific theory and
analysis. This tradition views life (natural and social) as an open system, in which different
dimensions interact, including the physical, chemical, biological, economic, social,
psychological, semiological (and linguistic) dimensions. All of these dimensions have their
own distincitive structures, which have distinctive generative effects on events via their
particular mechanisms. (Chouliaraki and Fairclough 1999, 21)

Critical social science has also been widely influenced by social constructivism, which means
that one claims that the (social) world is socially constructed. However, Fairclough explains
that many theories tend to be idealist rather than realist. A realist would argue that although
8

aspects of the social world such as social institutions are ultimately socially constructed, once
constructed they are realities which affect and limit the textual (or discursive) construction of
the social. (N. Fairclough 2003, 7) Therefore, by adopting a constructivist view in regards to
documentary film, I position ‘’Maid In Hell’’ as a documentary film that creates its own
realities (Pollak 2008, 80). The basic assumption is that media texts do not ‘’mirror realities’’
as is sometimes naively assumed, instead they constitute versions of reality in ways which
depend on social positions, interests and objectives of those who produce them. (N. Fairclough
2010, 104) My effort is to describe and contextualize these realties.

CDA can be considered both as a theoretical standpoint and method to analyse texts. Fairclough
notes that media discourse analysis is not only a study of text but also ‘’discourse practise’’ (the
production and reception of text) and ‘’sociocultural practise’’ (the social, political, historical,
and insitutional context in which the text is produced). The importance of approaching
discourse critically lies within the use of language and the exercise of power. (N. Fairclough
2010, 54) Ideology, which Fairclough understands as ‘’meaning in the service of power’’,
contributes to producing or reproducing unequal relations to power and the right to dominate.
Ideology is generally implicit within the taken-for-granted assumptions in text, that are
constructed beforehand and elsewhere (N. Fairclough 2010, 14)
Therefore, it is important to look at ‘’Maid in Hell’’ documentary not only as a separate text,
but also analyse it’s relation to larger modern slavery discourse, since modern slavery is the
central topic of the campaign that the film is part of. I will investigate modern slavery discourse
in the following chapter.
Political aspects of discourse, such as ideology, questions the idea of media simply ‘’giving
information’’. For example a documentary film will typically adopt a particular point of view
on its topic and use rhetorical devices to persuade audience to see things that way too. (N.
Fairclough 2010, 45) THE WHY, as a non governmental organization, ‘’promotes human rights
by provoding the world with thought-provoking documentary films’’ (THE WHY 2019 )
Therefore, THE WHY aims at promoting human rights. Human rights has been viewed as rights
that are of fundametal importance and universal in the sense that every person is entitled to
them, because of the virtue of being a human. Human rights language is embraced by
governments, businesses, bureaucrats and military leaders in order to validate their vicious
actions (Aitchison 2017, 23). Aitchison (Aitchison 2017) explains that there is a common theme
running through critical literature about human rights. This theme is in regards to how human
9

rights discourse practise frames itself as moralistic, when attempting to adjust the political
world without decent examination of the history of particular societies. Human rights discourse
is a depoliticicising form of humanitarianism that blames human suffering on the ignorance of
political decision-makers or to misfortune while simultaneously portraying those who are in
need as passive objects of pity (Aitchison 2017, 24).
THE WHY uses television broadcasters as their main medium for distributing their
documentary films (THE WHY 2019 ). For ‘’WHYSLAVERY?’’ project the films were coproduced and shown by broadcasters such as BBC (United Kingdom), CNN (America), CBC
(Canada), DR (Denmark), EO (The Netherlands), NHK (Japan), NRK (Norway), SVT
(Sweden) and SRF/RTS (Switzerland). Furthermore the documentaries were sold to
broadcasters in Russia, Finland, China, Spain, Mozambique and Turkey (The Why Foundation
2018, 10). This means that the documentary films that were part of the project, along with
‘’Maid in Hell’’ which is the documentary analyzed in this thesis, were distributed across many
countries in the world. Pollak (Pollak 2008) writes about how in the past decades televison has
gained a continiually increasing importance as one of the principal media through which people
are informed about the present state of the world as well as about historical developments
(Pollak 2008, 77). The importance of television as a main media can be questioned by the
increasing number of video productions on social networking and video-sharing platforms such
as Facebook, Youtube and Vimeo (Sharapov 2018 , 543). Indeed, THE WHY has been
successfully using YouTube, where they have 85000 subscribers and their most successful
upload has reached 2.8 million views (out of 45 videos). The most watched film is ‘’Secret
Slaves of the Middle East’’ which is directed by a filmmaker Søren Klovborg who also directed
‘’Maid in Hell’’. ‘’Secret Slaves of Middle East’’ is covering the topic of trafficking of
unskilled workers. I will return to elaborating on these two films in the upcoming chapter. I
must note that ‘’Maid in Hell’’ has been not made available yet in the social networking
platforms, however a shorter five minute version is made public on YouTube. This short film
was edited by me and has received the highest number of views (almost 6000 views) compared
to the other five films. ‘’Maid in Hell’’ trailer was also the most viewed one compared to the
other films in the project and I will argue that there is a clear interest in the film from the public.

Since THE WHY? uses broadcasting and video-sharing platforms on social networking for the
distribution of their films, their documentaries do carry an important role as a powerful mean
through which people get informed about the present state of the world and historical
developments. Because documentaries claim some measure of truth and credibility, they have
an important role in production and reproduction of societal images and in the formation of the
10

world views and perceptions among viewers. This explains the relevance within the social
sciences of the analysis of documentaries as meaningful cultural productions. (Pollak 2008, 77)

THE WHY as an organization has an impact on awareness raising through broadcasting and
the interest of political organizations and number of broadcasters in their documentaries.
Therefore it is important to critically analyze how the film positions and defines modern
slavery. Because of the nature of documentary films to be perceived as objective or true, and
the hight interest in the film, people are likely to accept the definition of modern slavery that
is being propagated through the film.

2.2 Conceptualizing modern slavery as a discourse
This chapter will contextualize modern slavery with the implementation of a literature overview
of the given topic. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the main issues concerning modern
slavery as a discourse and implement this knowledge in the analysis of this thesis, in order to
be able to answer the research question. Two main concepts become apparent in this literature
review: politics of exceptionality and individualization of social problems. I will start with the
definition of modern slavery, or where it came from as a social issue. Then I will move into
exploring why ‘’modern’’ slavery is called modern and how it rests upon the vision of
modernity. Last but not least, I will give an overview of the excisting research about human
trafficking and modern slavery in documentary films.

Before going into conceptualization of modern slavery, I will start of by giving a brief overview
on human trafficking, that is a front runner of the modern slavery discourse. According to
O’Connell Davidson human trafficking became a popular conciousness in the 1990’s. It did so
merely by focusing on prostitution and forced movement of women and girls. The definition of
trafficking is provided in the trafficking protocol. The trafficking protocol (The United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime) is the main international instrument in the
fight against transnational organized crime that was signed in 2000 and it entered in force in
2003 (Nations 2000). Trafficking is not defined not as a single event, but as a process
(recruitment, transportation and control) that is organized for purposes of exploitation.
Exploitation is not defined either, but shall include ‘’at a minimum, the exploitation, forced
labour and services, slavery or practises similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs
’’. Even though in political rhetoric trafficking is described as modern slavery, in the
international law, slavery is just one of a number of possible outcomes of what is termed
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trafficking. This means that there is no clear definition of modern slavery, instead, different
actors, according to their agenda, define it in different ways. (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 4)

The fight against violations of human rights started around 2000, when trafficking now came
to embrace a large collection of global social problems and rights violations. Concerns about
child labour, forced labour, domestic servitude, enforced criminal activity, benefit fraud, intercountry adoption and fostering, organic trading, child soldiers, prostitution and underage,
servile and forced marriage were all included under the umbrella of ‘’trafficking’’ and through
this, captivated into what is designated as ‘’modern slavery.’’ (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 4)
This extension of the term ‘’trafficking’’ to non sexual and non-crimialised forms of labour has
turned it into, what Davidson calls it, hot political potato (Davidson 2017, 1). The change from
human trafficking discourse into ‘’modern slavery’’ discourse was accompanied by a wave of
anti-slavery activism. This movement was led by a number of NGO’s from US, Austalia and
Europe, whose all common goal was to end ‘’modern slavery’’ (Davidson 2017, 1).
In many instances, ‘’modern slavery’’ is compared to transatlantic slave trade or is talked about
as the ‘’new form’’ of slavery by commentators, legislators and government officials (Bravo
2011, 561). O’Connell, in her book, explains that the biggest difference between these two is
that whereas in the transatlantic slave trade, Africans were transported to the New World
through enourmous physical force, then today, in the vast majority cases that are described as
trafficking, the individuals who are involved in those trafficking processes, actively want to
migrate and have decent reasons to do so. Furthermore, migrants are well aware of the risks
and dangers of migration and therefore well aware of their vulnerability. (O'Connell Davidson
2015, 110)

Today, the term modern slavery rests upon a particular vision of modernity, as well as upon a
fixed understanding of slavery. In classical sociological theory, modernity stands characterized
as fundamentally new and standing in sharp contrast with the past. The preference of using the
term slavery over trafficking serves to connect the current problem to historical context of
forced labour and therefore highlight the current problem to brutal reality and human suffering
(O'Connell Davidson 2015, 17 ).

Slavery is represented as a pre-modern institution belonging to uncivilized and backward past,
something we all know to be wrong and all share an interest in combatting ‘’ a disease of our
common being’’ (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 11). However, the recent urgency to end modern
12

slavery is very much on the contemporary political agenda in liberal states. Bravo explains how
by distancing our modern times from the centuries of the transatlantic slave trade, the analogy
user assures the contemporary audience of their own virtue and hides the structural and systemic
similarities between human trafficking and the transantlantic slave trade. Like the consumers
in the past, people are dependent on the despicable explitation of others. The transatlantic slave
trade continiues its structural effects around the globe, including universal racial (and gender)
hierarchy that underlies the interests of the nonwhite and nonmale (Bravo 2011, 585).
Therefore, the listener-reader avoids to question the systemic framework of our society,
economy, or political systems. The result is that contemporary global economic system is left
unexamined (Bravo 2011, 569).

2.3 ‘’Politics of exceptionality’’
Fighting the modern slavery has been enjoying a high level of political support and popularity
in regards to the cause of fighting contemporary slavery, however the fundamental issues that
lead to modern slavery are very poorly understood. The awareness raising activism is focusing
upon small number of irregular and exceptional cases. Those cases are usually concentrated
within the irregular borders of global economy or within so called underdeveloped corners of
the Global South. The focus upon exceptional cases does more good for strenghetening
dominant political and economic interests of the Global North instead of challenging them.
(Quirk 2017 , 7) The primary argument of Quirk is that modern slavery and human trafficking
have been based upon ‘’politics of exceptionality’’ where slavery is promoted as a unique and
exceptional evil that is different from other, more insignificant challenges. (Quirk 2017 , 9) In
other words, ‘’politics of exceptionality’’ means that modern slavery has become a hierchical
conception, where the cause of ending slavery and trafficking should be given a highest possible
priority. (Quirk 2017 , 17)
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2.4 Individualization of social problems
To the best of my knowledge, little to no literature on the stereotyping of modern slaves. Since
human trafficking is closely associated to modern slavery, I decided to look into stereotypes of
human trafficking victims. In fact, research has been done about human trafficking
representations in documentary films indicate that films often reproduce human trafficking
victim stereotypes (Small 2012) (Andrijasevic 2016 ) (Dearey 2018, 119).
Andrijasevic defines stereotypes as ‘’a form of powerful aesthetic and social constructs that
condense complex connotations into fixed images and recurring narratives’’. (Andrijasevic
2016 , 2) Andrijasevic notes that representations of trafficking and forced media common
within media. The terms exploitation and trafficking have been widely used to characterize the
work that migrants do in the sex industry along with other irregular employment areas
(Andrijasevic 2016 , 1). Visual representation of social phenomenon in fictional films,
humanitarian campaigns and documentary films plays and increasing role in establishing
‘’primary definitions’’. Those definitions are then actively used and addressed. By framing the
victims as ‘’exceptions’’ rather that talking about them as products of the globalization and
neoliberal politics, visual representations have an effects of legitimize interventions in the poor
countries and create further restrictions of their ‘’underprivileged and undesirable’’ citizens.
(Andrijasevic 2016 , 1)
In the literature, a stereotypical global victim of trafficking is described as: : ‘…young, naïve
woman who seeks a better life away from her rural home by answering an advertisement to
become a waitress or a nanny and then ends up as a sex slave, repeatedly raped, brutalized,
and resold to other mafia pimps’’ (Dearey 2018, 6). Therefore, popular impressions tend to be
tied to a specific set of expectations when it comes to human trafficking and documentary films
play an important role in creating knowledge and shaping people’s understanding about these
issues. Traffickers are also relatively new stereotype to present in the documentary films,
recently attention has begun to shift to those who traffic or enslave other human beings. Usually,
the trafficker talked about as someone ‘’big and bad, shadowy, mysterious, powerful figure,
often male’’ (Dearey 2018, 7). This opens a new narrative and conceptual spaces for storytelling
in documentary films. (Dearey 2018, 119)

Small (Small 2012) writes how films about films about sexual trafficking appeared around
2000, at the turn of the millennium. From 1996 to 2008 around 55 films has been curated at this
topic. (Small 2012, 416) These films on sex trafficking articulate on representations of
individual experiences, which are considered as truthful and authentic. During this process, the
14

historical and social context of these experiences are left out. The outcome is the
individualization of social problems that relies on the single narrative of oppression that
suppresses multimodality. This in turn intensifies the victimization of marginalized women
without giving them the possibility to their own interpretations of their lives. Furthermore,
individualization reproduces subject-object relationship between the Global North and the
Global South. (Small 2012, 419).
Walk Free Foundation, which is also the founder of ‘’Global Slavery Index’’ have established
a significant characteristic of modern slavery to be the fact that ‘’it involves one person
depriving another people of their freedom: their freedom to leave one job for another, their
freedom to leave one workplace for another, their freedom to control their own body’’ (K.
Kempadoo 2015, 11) Kempadoo takes this formulation as an example of individualization of a
problem. In many instances, modern-day slavery is perceived to occur because of global
capitalism and the economic context it creates. She outlines how neoliberal understanding of
political economy takes individual liberty, capitalist free enterprises, and private ownership as
essential to human freedom. In this way, individualization of the problem means that the focus
is put upon individuals, such as traffickers, criminals, clients, pimps, corrupt immigration
officers or policewomen or men, or greedy businesspeople. It can be also isolated national
governments that oppose Western hegemony, which will be then classified as a problem. (K.
Kempadoo 2015, 16)

15

3. Methodology
In this section, methodological considerations of the research design will be discussed. These
include, first and foremost, a semiotic approach to media discourse analysis and more
specifically social semiotic analysis of television films and documentary films. This will be
followed by a justification of choosing ‘’Maid In Hell’’ as a case study for analysing
documentary films. The method for analysing the documentary film ‘’Maid In Hell’’ will be
also reviewed as well as the notion of intertextuality.

3.1 Case selection
The primary dataset for this thesis is comprised a documentary film called ‘’Maid in Hell’’
which is part of the ‘’Why Slavery’’ series launched in 2018 by a Copenhagen based nongovernmental organization called ‘’The Why’’. The ‘’Why Slavery’’ campaign consist in total
of six different documentaries all focusing on the issue of modern slavery and human
trafficking. The documentary films focus on following topics: state imposed labor (Jailed in
America), debt bondage (A Woman Captured), domestic servitude (Maid in Hell), state
imposed labor (Dollar Heroes), forced child labor (Selling Children) and sex trafficking (I was
a Yazidi Slave).
The ‘’Why Slavery’’ films were co-produced together with number of broadcasters such as
BBC (United Kingdom), CNN (America), CBC (Canada), DR (Denmark), EO (The
Netherlands), NHK (Japan), NRK (Norway), SVT (Sweden), and SRF/RTS (Switzerland). The
main broadcaster is BBC World News and it is a channel that covers 200 countries and
territories and it reaches out to 445,399,00 total households. (The Why Foundation 2018, 10)
I chose to focus on one specific documentary film, which is called ‘’Maid in Hell.’’ According
to the description in the report, ‘’Maid in Hell’’ is a film that portrays ‘’harassment, abuse,
rape and 18-hour work days as a commonplace reality for domestic workers who have travelled
to the Middle East to find employment.’’ The films main story is the one from 35-year-old Mary
Kibwana, who returned from Jordan back to Kenya in a wheelchair with 70 percent of her body
burned. (The Why Foundation 2018, 8)

The film Maid in Hell has had more media coverage than the other films and received more
attention from policy makers and institutions. Furthermore, it has had more impact on the local
level with screening compared to the other films. ‘’Maid in Hell’’ has been screened at UN HQ
in New York, the British Foreign & Commonwealth Office (London), Mwanga Institute in the
16

Democratic Republic of Congo, St Louis University in Belgium, UN City in Copenhagen.
‘’Maid in Hell’’ has also had the biggest online impact compared to the other films. The ‘’Maid
in Hell’’ trailer was shown on BBC News Africa’s Facebook page and reached over 1.2 million
people. (The Why Foundation 2018, 14) Furthermore ‘’Maid in Hell’’ has been the most
screened filmed on a local level in collaboration with other non-governemtal organizations in
‘’human trafficking hot spots’’ as The Why describes it on their website. One of the latest
screenings have been taking place in Senegal, Nairobi (Human Rights Film Festival), Nigeria
and in Kibera slum located in Kenya. (THE WHY 2019 )

According to Pollak, a common ground for studying documentaries is curiosity and a certain
degree of suspiciousness. This has to be connected to the awareness of the contradiction
between the expectations for objectivity raised by documentaries and them actually being
created and constructed by the filmmaker (Pollak 2008, 80). Therefore my motivation to study
this documentary comes from the certain degree of suspiciousness in relation to the construction
of ‘’modern slavery’’ narrative by the filmmaker and THE WHY, success of the film and high
interest of policy makers and organizations in the film.

The secondary set of data constitutes of literature related to the topic on human trafficking,
modern slavery and a corpus of similar qualitative and interpretive analytic research of
discursive representations in human trafficking documentaries and popular media. This
literature has been introduced in the previous chapter.
3.2 Fairclough’s three dimensional model of a communicative event
In this thesis, I will implement Fairclough’s model for analysing a communicative event in the
analysis section. The documentary film ‘’Maid in Hell’’ will be therefore analysed by looking
at the relationship of text, discourse practice and sociocultural practice. As mentioned before,
social semiotic approach will be implemented for the text analysis. Fairclough visualises the
three dimensions in a diagram as following
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3.2.1 Social semiotic analysis of media discourse
Typically, the focus of semiotic analysis is upon ideologically potent categories and
classifications which are implicit in news texts, and upon alternative and competing categories
which are absent or ‘’suppressed’’. (N. Fairclough 2010, 24) An important achievement of
social semiotic analysis is that it has established the significance of text analysis in regards to
sociocultural analysis of media, by linking properties of text to ideologies, power relations and
cultural values. However, an obvious limitation of semiotic analysis in comparison with the
linguistically oriented approaches (linguistic, sociolinguistic, critical linguistic, social cognitive
and cultural-generic analysis) is that it does not systematically attend to detailed properties of
texture of text. (N. Fairclough 2010, 25) Social semiotics is centred around how the viewer is
positioned by a documentary film and how certain social allegiances and values are being
promoted over others. The analysis in social semiotics makes no truth claims, instead it searches
to support one owns claims with systematic evidence and base political arguments on that
evidence (Iedema 2004, 6).

The analysis of visual codes attends to different modes of representation on television such as
the use of graphics and still photographs, various types of ‘’actuality’’ or film report, framing
of pictures and camera movements and the sequencing of shots. Semiotic analysis relies on the
assumption that choices among options available within visual codes- including technical
options relating to the camera-work, carry social meanings. (N. Fairclough 2010, 24)
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There are many ways to do a documentary analysis and a lot of them would focus on what the
documentary film is ‘’really about’’. Social semiotic approach tends to give attention also to
issues regarding socio politics (above content) and the structural importance like framing and
editing (below form). Social semiotics is concerned with political understanding, and therefore
the analysis carries a socio-political relevance, rather and a theoretical abstraction. (Iedema
2004, 5) Social semiotic analysis should enable us to see bare bones of the documentary, its
nuts and bolts, and it has to enable us to engage with the medium in a systematic and informed
way (Iedema 2004, 6). Last but not least, social semiotics acknowledges that the analyst’s own
reading position is likely to guide her or his interpretations, however, this is rather seen as a
strength than a weakness. (Iedema 2004, 5)

3.2.2 Text analysis
The method used for analysing the documentary film is taken from the ‘’Handbook of Visual
Analysis’’ written by Theo van Leeuwen and Carey Jewitt. I chose to use this book because it
was evolved from the lack of information about how to successfully analyse visual
representation and social issues. The method introduced by Rick Iedema is a combination of
different elements from film theory and social semiotic genre analysis. He applies this method
on a television documentary and demonstrates how this film is systematically constructed to
favour one point of view over others. (Theo van Leeuwen 2011, 5) Rick Iedema introduces six
levels of analysis which is a frame, shot, scene, sequence, generic stage and work as a whole.
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Here is a table defining all of the six stages:

Figure 3, Six Levels of Tele-Film Analysis by Rick Iedema (Iedema 2004, 8)
For the analysis of ‘’Maid in Hell’’ documentary, I applied shot, scene and sequence analysis
throughout the whole film and described main camera movements within the frames in singular
scenes. I discuss then generic stages and the work as a whole throughout the analysis. I
introduce the results from the finding through three metafunctions that all meaning-making
always does: ‘’representation’’, ‘’orientation’’ and ‘’organizations’’. Under the heading of
representation, I talk about what meanings represent visually, verbally, musically and soundwise. Orientation has to do with how meanings position characters and readers-viewers.
Orientation concerns how meanings are sequenced and integrated into dynamic text. (Iedema
2004, 11) The main aim of the analysis is therefore to consider how participants, subjects and
viewers are addressed, quoted and represented in this documentary and how ideology circulates
amongst the text.
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3.2.3 Discourse practice
The discourse practice dimension of the communicative event involves various aspects of the
processes of text production and text consumption. In this chapter I will be focusing on
intertextuality, which means that I will look at the reference to other films and use of different
source of film material in text production. The importance of looking at what sources the
documentary is based on will give us an understanding about what sources are prioritized and
which are emphasized less, or even excluded. The institutional context of text production
includes posing the question of who the persons and organization involved in producing the
documentary are. Text consumption relates to population groups that have been able to watch
this documentary (Pollak 2008, 93).

3.2.4 Sociocultural practice
The analysis of sociocultural practice dimension of a communicative means can focus upon
many different levels of abstraction from the particular event. For example, it may involve the
immediate context of the film or its wider context of institutional practises or the wider frame
of the society and culture. All of these layers are important in understanding the particular
communicative event, since texts have a function of constituting and reconstituting the social
and cultural contexts that have shaped them (N. Fairclough 2010, 62).
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4. Analysis
This chapter of text analysis will look at three dimensions that are part of social semiotic
analysis of texts. First, I will look at how people are being represented in the film and how they
are oriented in relation to one another.In the representation chapter, I divide my data into five
themes: beginning of the film, representation of social characters, modern slavery and political/
historical context and lastly I will touch upon representations through music and voiceover
techniques. Secondly, I will look at the organization of the whole film, I will conclude how the
argumentation is built up and how meanings are integration into dynamic text. Thirdly, I will
discuss the socio-cultural practise of the film and relate it to larger social context.

4.1 Text analysis
4.1.2 Representation (Ideation, or what is it about?)
4.1.2.1 Beginning of the film
The film ‘’Maid in Hell’’ is about domestic workers working in the Middle East, who face
exploitative working conditions, harassment, abuse, rape and 18-hour work days. As the film
description states: ‘’Maid in Hell gives unprecedented access to this frightening and brutal form
of modern slavery’’ (THE WHY 2019 ). I would like to therefore start of by discussing the
beginning of the film. According to Fairclough, opening parts of the documentary are relevant,
because they establish for the audience a reality that is convincing (N. Fairclough 2010, 107).
The film starts with WHYSLAVERY? logo, dramatic music and an information card a quote
from the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights from 1948: ‘’No one shall be held in
slavery or servitude. Everyone has the right to freedom and movement’’ (Appendix 1, 00:14).
Both slavery and freedom of servitude are written in bold text. The authenticity is achieved here
through posititioning the viewer through presupposition as someone who is already familiar
with human rights, since the common understanding of human rights is that it is fundamental
to each person.

As next, there is a scene with a phone call between a recruiting agent and a person wanting to
hire a maid. In the call it becomes clear that the salary of the girl depends on her language
knowledge, she won’t be able to have vacation nor leave the employers home. Moreover the
passport will be confiscated. The following information card states that: 2,8 million women
work as maids in the Middle East region. They are bound to their employer under a system
known as kafala. The statistics are gathered by Human Rights Watch in October 2017
(Appendix 1, 01:20). After this information card with various videos from news and private
recordings appear with a girl arriving to the airport (the faces are blurred), where her passport
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is taken away. Next there is a scene that includes ‘’voxpops’’ where several women are filming
themselves and ask for help and resque. ‘’Voxpop’’ is a video that includes an interview with
ordinary people and has been used in documentary films in order to add the element of popular
reaction into reports on political and social issues (N. Fairclough 2010, 186). The images are
accompanied with voice over of journalists who state that: ‘’Sponsorship system Kafala has
been described as modern-day slavery’’. Indeed, the beginning of the film sets a strong
emphasis on human rights which creates political importance around the topic. Television and
news clips give a sense of importance and actuality of the topic, since the clips are from variety
of journalists and television news channels. The voxpops give a sense of urgency since the issue
is concerning the ordinary people.
4.1.2.2 Social characters
The film includes three individual stories, representing different social characters. There is
Maher, the recruiting agent who we get to follow throughout the whole film. We also get to see
two of his business partners, Yousef and Mozafar, whom he visits in Amman and Jordan. Then,
there is story of another main character Emma Mbura, who is a Kenyan senator and a former
domestic worker. She is fighting for a domestic worker called Mary, who had an accident at
her employers’ home. Gas explotion in the kitchen left Mary with serious burns. Emma Mbura
follows her through her time in the hospital, talks to her family and attends her funeral at the
end of the film. Third social charachters are domestic workers from the detention centre who
have previously worked in the Middle East and who had come back due to their bad working
experience. The film also portrays additional women who have travelled to Lebanon through
Maher’s recruitment agency, but get limited exposure.
Maher is the first one to being introduced in the film. He is a recruiting agent, who has been
doing this business for 12 years already and as he says: ‘’It’s in my blood’’ (Appendix 1, 3:23).
After this, a scene follows where he shows his office and talks about the recruiting business
along with his mother Hasna, who is the owner of the recruitment agency. Majority of the
scenes with Maher are about his life as a recruting agent, it is mostly shot in offices either with
his mother or other recruting agents (Appendix 2, Sequence 1, 4, 9, 10, 24, 25). In other scenes,
when he is not shown around the office, he is filmed in an interview format, with a close up
shot of his face. Two times at his home and one time at a café. There he talks about working in
Lebanon as a foreigner (referring to domestic workers): ‘’ You are travelling to work, you are
travelling to earn money, you are travelling to say yes to your employer’’ (Appendix 1, 5:52).
He also talks about politics in general: ‘’In this field, you cannot trust everyone. There is no
law, man. No law. Let us say – Middle East governments don’t respect the law. And everyone
in the world is looking for money.’’ (Appendix 1, 13:07) He comes across as very well spoken
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and straight forward. His talk and scenes therefore represent a lot of conceptual themes related
to politics, law and his recruting business. He barely talks about his emotions, only in one of
the states that ‘’ Sure, I am a human in the end, and I have a heart. But I am helping her
(domestic worker), since she is earning. I am doing something to help her, and also I am
earning. I am happy, and she is happy.’’ (Appendix 1, 50:00) This was his answer to filmmakers
question about whether he is affected by a story of one of his domestic workers, who travelled
to Lebanon from Phillipines, because she has a 7 year old son and she needs to earn an income.
The main character of the second story, that runs in parallel with Maher’s story is Emma Mbura.
She is a Kenyan senator and a former nanny in the UAE. ‘’I went to work in the UAE as a
nanny. And I used to see, how domestic workers were treated. They used to work for years
without pay. They were not allowed to go home. They were beaten. They were sexually abused.
Some of them were raped. It was inhuman. And the day, I was sworn as a senator, that was
when the battle started.’’ (Appendix 1, 06:30) Her main battle in this film is a case of Mary
Kibwana, who is sent back home to Kenya due to her serious injury after a gas exploition at her
employers house. As Emma is doing hospital visits, Mary talks about how she never really
received her money and that she was mistreated by her employer (Appendix 1, 26:47) We get
to see very graphic pictures of Mary’s body after the accident. The story turns into a sort of a
‘’crime-investigation’’ where Emma is calling Mary’s recruiter in Kenya for compensation and
the filmmakers interview Mary’s agent in Jordan, who didn’t know about the details of the
incident. As a character Emma is a well spoken leader and she is very vocal about her opinions.
Out of 14 scenes with Emma, only in one the scenes she is talking straight to the camera in an
interview format. This means that she is shown a lot in action, like for example walking in the
hospital, villages, talking to family members and holding a speech at Mary’s funeral.

The third group of social actors that are shown in the film are the domestic workers. I talk about
them as the last group, because the focus in the film is set more on Maher and Emma. In total,
there is 44 scenes in the film and the domestic workers are shown in 20 of them. That is more
scenes compared to Emma and Maher (both of them are almost shown in the equal amount of
scenes), however there are some differences in the way that the domestic workers are
represented. There are two scenes throughout the film, where domestic workers were
interviewed in the detention centre. Different women talk about their negative experience while
working as domestic workers in Lebanon, mentioning long working hours, no-pay, sexual
abuse, rape and running away from their employers. The scenes in the detention centre are in
total approximately three minutes put together and not related to Maher’s or Emma’s story
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(Appendix 1: 9:53; 45:11). In 12 of the scenes, domestic workers are shown in Maher’s story,
while in Emma’s story domestic workers only appear twice. In Maher’s story, domestic workers
are portrayed as very distant, they are mostly shot in groups and only in two scenes out of
twelve they talk to the filmmaker behind the camera in an interview style (Appendix 1, 31:40;
44:25). This means that viewer doesn’t get to know the domestic workers as close as Maher,
on contrary they are revealed as distant and ‘’in the background’’ with no relevance. In Emma’s
story, a domestic worker is introduced who couldn’t speak (she stopped speaking after she
returned from Saudi Arabia and she was hospitalized). Emma visited her in a village and she
could only talk with hand gestures. Second time it was Mary, who Emma visited in the hospital,
while she was really heavily burned.

Figure (4) on the left: Maher Doumit (Appendix 1, 3:16), figure(5) on the right: Emma Mbura
(Appendix 1, 6:52), figure(7) at the bottom: Julia Njeri Irungi, domestic worker at the
detention centre (Appendix 1, 9:52)
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4.1.2.3 Representations of modern slavery
I would like to discuss how the film as a whole is referring to modern slavery as a term.
Throughout the film the term modern slavery is only mentioned only one time. The term is
present in a news clip that is present in the beginning of the film: ‘’Sponsorship system known
as kafala has been described by Human Rights organization as modern day slavery’’ (Appendix
1, 01:45). Slavery is mentioned two times throughout the film. The very first information card
that is used for opening of the film states: ‘’No one shall be held in slavery or servitude.
Everyone has the right to freedom and movement’’ (Declaration of Human Rights, United
Nations, 1948). The second time when slavery is mentioned it is also the only time, when it is
being directly talked about in the dialogue between the people in a ‘’ natural setting’’. It is said
by the Kenyan senator, Emma Mbura where she says that: ‘’Now the world has come to know
what is happening. As a mother as a leader – I will not sit and watch this kind of shit. We are
not animals. There is no slave trade anymore’’ (Appendix 1, 18:49).
Modern day slavery is therefore rarely talked about in the film, moreover the film does not give
any clear definition or a description of what is ment by modern slavery. Therefore, it really
leaves it up to the reader-viewer to make their own interpretation. For example it is not clear
whether the filmmakers intention is to show that domestic workers are modern slaves or if they
are treated in ‘’slave like’’ conditions.

4.1.2.4 Representations of political context
Besides these three stories or groups of social characters, the film includes ‘’information
cards’’. They include information about the united nations declaration of human rights, the
number of maids that get imported by Maher’s business per year (and how much they cost),
about the number of maids escaping from Saudi Arabia and about Kenya’s ban for women
working in the Middle East in 2012. All information cards are shown together with dramatic
and alarming music. The film also implements news clips and private recordings of women
who have filmed themselves and asking for rescue and instances of torture: ‘’Twenty-four nails
hammered into her hands and forehead by her Saudi employer’’ (Appendix 1, 02:41). There
are also youtube recordings about women being beaten and news clips about politics.
The news clips about politics appear throughout the film and together with information cards
they give some political context. The filmmaker chose to focus on the economic (trade)
relations between Kenya and Saudi Arabia and therefore included a news clip from a conference
where the leaders were negotiating a lift of a ban that Kenya had implemented in 2012 due to
reports of abuse of Kenyan women in the Middle East. This information appears in the
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beginning of the film and at the end of it, following information card appeared:‘’ In December
2017, Kenyan lifted its ban on citizens working in Saudi Arabia. New agreements have also
been signed with Jordan and Lebanon.’’

After the information card the clip from the

conference appears with a voiceover from the journalist: ‘’King Abdullah II of Jordan is in
Nairobi to meet President Uhuru Kenyatta – as the two countries look to improve trade
relations that have remained strained, following a ban on the export of domestic workers …
The agreement of recruitment of domestic workers was successfully signed. Saudi Arabia is
committed to supporting development in this good country’’ (Appendix 1, 50:53).
4.1.2.5 Representation in music
The music and voiceover techniques give examples about how editing can influence the
representation of different characters and situations. Music is implemented throughout the
whole film, specifically it is present in 23 scenes. The music varies from being dramatic, to
suspicious, sad and hopeful elemets. Sometimes the music would be implemented through out
multiple scenes and it would change from dramatic to more hopeful depending on the situation.
For example, in one of the scenes where Mazafar, a recruting agent is giving a tour around the
house, dramatic music is edited at the moment where he starts talking about fake cameras.
Furthermore, the camera zooms in suddenly into a closeup shot of his face, which gives a feeling
of urgency. Without these editing techniques and implementation of music, the events in the
scene would be less dramatized.
Sequence Scene

Scene

Music

Text

14

Camera moves into

Dramatic

They are fake cameras. They have no

Mazafars face urgently

music starts

wire inside. Just for influence, you get

from a medium close

playing.

it? They cost 3 dollar each one. But do
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shot.

not talk about it in front of them, okay?

Figure 8: Extract from Appendix 1
The general observation is that implementation of dramatic and suspicious music stays
consistent in the scenes with Maher and other recruting agents, whilst the scenes with Emma
include both dramatic, hopeful and more sad music melodies. Sad music appears in the scenes
with Mary’s family and dramatic music would turn hopeful after Maher’s sequences would
switch to Emma’s sequences. For example the transition of music between scene 9 and 10 in
the following figure and also transition from sad music at scene 14 to suspicious music at scene
15.
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Figure 9: Extract from Appendix 2, Sequence Analysis
Steps in
the
argument

Sequence

A

B

5

Scene

Description of the topic

Music description

9

Maher explaining how the system in Lebanon works.

Dramatic music starts

10

Emma visiting a woman in a village who came back from Saudi Arabia
and can’t talk anymore.

Music
hopeful

11

Hopeful music stops
Dramatic music starts

12

Emma talking to the woman
INFORMATION CARD: After reports of abuse, Kenya banned
women from working in Middle East countries in 2012. To preserve
its economic interests, Kenya started negotiations with Saudi
Arabia to lift the ban.
TV and News Clips anout the Kenyan and Saudi Arabian government
working close together.
Emma visiting Mary in the hospital.

13

Emma standing outside the hospital with family members

C

C

6

B

7

B

8

14

Mary’s husband showing photos of him and Mary when they met and
tells about how Mary went to work in the Middle East.

A

9

15

Maher packing his things at home to go to Amman.

16

Maher meeting Yousef. They talk about the worth of the workers and
business plans.

A

turns

more

Dramatic
music
continiues
Dramatic
music
continiues
Dramatic
music
continiues
Music calms down into
more sad, melanholic
music
Suspicious music starts
playing
Suspicious music stops

Furthermore, elements of sad music are present in the scenes with Mary’s husband, where he
talks about Mary: ‘’I never thought my wife would return looking like that. I thought she`d come
back healthy with her money. But to not know, she was completely burned. That´s what brought
me so much anger’’ (Appendix 1, 20:00). Another scene where Mary’s husbands speech is
accompanied by sad music is when he talks about his future plans with his kid: ‘’I slept here
with my wife, and my kids on this side. I want to take all this down and put up bricks. Fix up
everything, even the floor. I´ll make sure, my house looks good. That is all, I really want. Even
up here, I want to take it down, when I can. I want my children to sleep in a good place’’
(Appendix 1, 41:47).
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4.1.3 Orientation (Inter-personality, or how does it enact the social)
In contemporary media representations of human trafficking and modern slavery, the focus has
been on victims and more recently, on those who traffic and enslave other human beings
(Dearey 2018, 118). Documentary films about human trafficking and modern slavery are often
criticized for implementing and reproducing certain trafficking stereotypes. Those stereotypes
lie within positioning women as innocent victims and men as evil villains (Andrijasevic 2016 ,
4). In combination of visual representation of different characters, music, editing and voice over
techniques, the documentary film positions characters differently from one another and this
chapter will elaborate on these differences and how they reproduce or restructure them.
As already mentioned before, one of the main characters of the film is Maher, who in the film
is a recruiting agent. Even though Maher is positioned as more rational and only caring about
his own business growth, we do get so see him as a person, who has a mother and his own
dreams and goals. For example, there is a scene with him, where he is looking for an apartment
and says the following:
‘’I am looking for an apartment because I am 31 years old and should have my home. I also
want to find a wife, who treats me, like my mother does. She has to be a pretty girl, not uglier
than me. I don´t want a Hollywood smile, just a good smile’’ (Appendix 1, 42:28).
As a character, Maher doesn’t fall into the normal stereotype of an evil trafficker, also because
the term ‘’trafficker’’ is not used at any point of the film. Maher and other recruting agents are
being refered to as agents or recruting agents. Furthemore, majority of the domestic workers
use the word ‘’employer’’ to refer to the person in whose home they are working in. The
trafficking stereotype is also being challenged by showing a female recruting agent, who is
Mahers mother. According to Gregoriou and Isle (Gregoriou and Isle 2018 ) investigation into
British newspapers’ representatios of transnational human trafficking, traffickers are often
described as recruting agencies, firms, businesses, traders, businessmen looking for cheap and
expendable labour, etc (Gregoriou and Isle 2018 , 46). This language of ‘’business’’ becomes
apparent in the film, for example when Maher refers to the recruting as business: ‘’I will not
stop this business. Because I am helping myself and I help other people’’ (Appendix 1, 6:03).
‘’You are not dealing with cars, you are not dealing with an object. You are dealing with a
human’’ (Appendix 1, 11:04) I cannot get all the profit that I want from Lebanon. It is not
enough for me. I should work in other countries’’ (Appendix 1, 13:24). By using words such as
business, dealing, profit and work, Maher clearly makes a point about the business nature of
the domestic worker job.
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In the literature, a stereotypical global victim of trafficking is described as: : ‘…young, naïve
woman who seeks a better life away from her rural home by answering an advertisement to
become a waitress or a nanny and then ends up a sex slave, repeatedly raped, brutalized, and
resold to other mafia pimps’’ (Dearey 2018, 6). Therefore, popular impressions tend to be tied
to a specific set of expectations when it comes to human trafficking and documentary films
play an important role in creating knowledge and shaping people’s understanding about these
issues. Since domestic workers appear mostly in the sequences with Maher, they are isolated
from other people and without much power of expressing their thoughts. We get to see a lot of
scenes where the workers cook food, wash dishes and do chores around Maher’s house. The
scenes where domestic workers are filmed in close up shots is when they are asked questions
by the recruiting agents or the filmmaker. Another example is a scene, where Leila talks about
her experience: ‘’My first time in Lebanon was in 2010. I stayed for five years with one
employer. The first three months, I keep crying. But this time, just because I really need to do
this for my future, so I need to be brave enough’’ (Appendix 1, 44:05). The viewer gets to hear
this sentence as a ‘’voice over’’. The actual scene is Leila cleaning dishes in the kitchen and
therefore we don’t get to see her actually saying it on camera, which leaves the character still
quite distant from the viewer. The fact that the domestic workers are shown in distance and
isolation in the scenes with recruting agents, can be interpreted as the power relation between
those two, since the stereotypical portrayal of a recruting agent is of someone who has the
power over the person. In this case the documentary manages to reproduce that stereotype.
Another example is the one with Mary’s husband. Since there was no clear evidence about
Mary’s incident (whether it was on purpose, or just an accident), by including the scenes with
Mary’s husband and his kids together with sad music, it dramatizes the events and creates a
feeling of pity for the family. In turn it positions Mary as an innocent victim and her employer
as an evil root cause for her incident.
Taking into considerations the stereotypes that are being reproduced by media and human
trafficking documentary films, Emma Mbura doesn’t fall within those stereotypes and rather
represents a more complex character. The complexity lies within the fact that she used to be a
nanny and now she can talk for the domestic workers based on her experience. She is also
extremely strong and powerful senator. In majority of the scenes she is shown around people
and Mary’s family members and she shows a lot of concern for Mary’s case. We get to see her
own family and hear her story. Emma becomes the representative of the voice of the domestic
workers in the film, because we don’t get to hear from domestic workers themselves that much.
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Even though Emma’s character manages to break the ‘’typical’’ global stereotype of a victim
of human trafficking, her speech about other domestic workers is relatively limited and
generalized. In her speech she is talking about ‘’Kenyan women’’ and ‘’illiterate girls from
poor families’’ and explains that the Middle East is the last place where she would advise to
them to work.
‘’I did not decide to go to Middle East, I had no choice. By that time, my husband had no job.
I had children to feed. That was the only option. If you get a good family, you are lucky. But I
cannot advice anybody to work in the Middle East. This is the last place; a Kenyan woman
can decide to go’’ (Appendix 1, 8:48).
‘’They are targeting the poor families. The illiterate girls. When they are recruiting domestic
workers, there are no requirements. What they need is just a passport. So this is the only job,
these girls can get’’ (Appendix 1, 14:07).

Furthermore, girls tell her that because there are no job opportunities, they rather go to Saudi
Arabia ‘’and die there’’. Therefore, she talks about these women as someone who are forced to
go to the Middle East and further states that domestic worker job is the only job that ‘’these
girls’’ can get.
‘’The girls tell me: If you cannot manage to create job opportunities, let us go to Saudi
Arabia and die there’’ (Appendix 1, 15:37).

4.1.4 Organization (Textuality, or how is it put together as semiotic construct?)
Considering all of this material and the fact that the film is only one hour long, the structure of
the film is rather complex, there is a lot of editing involved and jumping from one story to
another (in total, there is 44 scenes that are part of 26 thematic sequences). This chapter will
discuss the organization of the text. The general organization is relatively complex and the film
consist of 26 sequences. Those sequences build a rhythm of the film, as the stories start to ‘’take
turns’’. The sequences are built up in the following way: A represents Maher’s recruiting
agency argument, B represents Emma’s story and C stands for sequences about the domestic
workers in the detention centre and D stands for the information cards and E stands for news
and YouTube clips. Here is an example of the organization of the film (the number in the
brackets represents the number of scenes that the sequence of consisting of):
Introduction- A (1)-D (1)- A (1)- B (3)- D (1)- C (1)- A (2)- B (2)- D (1)- E (1)- B (3)- A (3)- B
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(4)- (A) 7- B (7)- A (4)- C (1)-E (1)- A (3)- E (1)- B (2)- End Titles (Appendix, 2)
Emma’s and Maher’s story share almost an equal amount of number of sequences and scenes.
Maher’s story is represented in total in 5 sequences and Emma’s story is shown 6 times. The
film has a relatively clear structure with Emma’s and Maher’s stories however the information
cards and YouTube clips are edited in a way that it would create a logical continuity or to
support an argument. For example, at the end of the film there is a scene where a domestic
worker told how she had to escape her employer by tying together her sheets (Appendix 1,
45:56), then an information card follows with the statistics about domestic worker death rate in
Lebanon from the result of suicide or falling from buildings (Appendix 1, 47:33). After this
Maher reads an article related to this topic and comments on it. He gives a monologue about
how he thinks that nothing will change in regards to the current system:
‘’This is the politics of the world, man. I am stronger than you, I will destroy you. There are
people, who are high up. They have people working under them. And these people even
though they are poor, they also have people who work for them. Nothing will change, I
think.’’ (Appendix 1, 50:00)
After this, a news clip follows about Kenya lifting its ban with Saudi Arabia and signing new
agreements with Jordan and Lebanon.
In the previous chapter I commented on the ways in which the documentary as a whole positions
Emma differently from Maher and other recruiting agents. The camera and editing constructs
Emma as an actor: she goes around villages, talks to people, visits Mary in the hospital and her
funeral and cheers up Mary’s relatives about their loss. Maher, by contrast, is not constructed
at as a doer, but as a talker. So the argument is that while Emma is fighting for the rights of
domestic workers and while current domestic workers get exploited, killed and abused, the
government and recruiting agents profit from the business economically and they will keep
doing what they are doing. This ‘’doing-talking’’ contradiction repeats through the
documentary and therefore organizes the documentary.
Furthermore, the ending of the film does not give any further solutions to the problem. The film
ends with six information cards that address Mary, Emma and Maher. This can be seen as
another way of creating importance around these social actors and not for example the other
domestic workers that are present in the film. The information cards state that Maher opened a
cleaning company and is now importing workers from Bangladesh, meaning that he continues
to import maids (Appendix 1, 57:28). The information card about Emma states that she had lost
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her election for Parliament in 2017 and instead launched a grassroots campaign to reinstate the
ban in Kenya (Appendix 1, 58:07). The information card about Mary states that her case was
closed as a ‘’result of fate and destiny’’ by the Jordan district attorney and that no compensation
was payed (Appendix 1, 57:28). The very last information card is the following: ‘’The United
Nations has called for an end to bonded labour in the Middle East region. The kafala system
remains in place’’ (Appendix 1, 58:23).
4.1.5 Summary of text analysis
The analysis of representation, orientation and organization of the communicative event has
shown that the film is very complex in a sense that it makes an argument or a point by
representing two opposite stories in relation to eachother. The stories of Emma and Maher enter
into a dialogue, where Maher is a business oriented recruting agent looking for profit and Emma
is a fighter for the rights of the women in Kenya who have been abused and exploited. Despite
the fact that the film is about domestic workers, they are not in the central focus of the film and
represented distant and isolated. This means that the film implements individualized
explanations about the kafala system by focusing on Emma and Maher as the main characters.
On one hand, this focus upon Emma and Maher moves away from the typical story of a young,
naïve woman who ends up being a victim of trafficking or slavery, that is well documented in
former trafficking documentaries. Therefore I would argue that ‘’Maid in Hell’’ draws
creatively upon modern slavery discourse, since it introduces new characters like Emma, who
rather have an empowering story than the one that creates feeling of pity, which is typical for
modern slavery discourse (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 24). Typically, men are portrayed as
dangerous and evil in human trafficking/ modern slavery documentary films. ‘’Maid in Hell’’
reproduces that stereotype to some extent, especially by implementing dangerous and
suspicious music in the sequences with recruting agents. However, Maher is also introduced
from another side, more human side, as he talks about his future plans, dreams and goals, which
in a way restructures the typical human trafficker cliché.

Figure 10: Close up shot of Maher talking to the camera (Appendix 1, 13:13)
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Figure 11: Medium shot of Emma walking in the village with other women (Appendix 1.
15:37)

The kafala system is being represented through instances of abuse and exploitation of domestic
workers and a system that is profitable for the government, recruting agencies and the
employers. This becomes evident in the ‘’business language’’ use of Maher and implementation
of political clips about governments continuing their partnership in export of the domestic
workers, even though instanses of abuse have been documented. The film gives some structural
insight into the kafala system, however as I would argue in the upcoming chapters, the insights
given only support some part of the argument as to why domestic workers are in vulnerable
positions.

4.2 Discourse practice: text production and text consumption
A further dimension of communication in the mass media is the institutional practices
associated both with the production of media texts and with the consumption of media texts.
Since THE WHY is not a media organization but a nongovernmental organization, I will discuss
possible factors influencing the production of the text and after that I will comment on the
consumption of the documentary film. Documentary films are complex within its production
process, because there are number different people involved like journalists, reporters, editors
etc.
As mentioned previously in the methodological section, the film ‘’Maid in Hell’’ is directed by
a Danish director Søren Klovborg. One of his previous works, was a documentary film called
‘’Secret Slaves of the Middle East’’ (2016). The film was also produced for THE WHY, but
for a different project, which was called ‘’WHY WOMEN?’’. This project aimed at raising
awareness ‘’about the ongoing challenges which women and girls face today.’’ This means that
‘’Maid in Hell’’ is his second film on the topic of human trafficking. After watching both of
the films it becomes apparent that the filmmaker had reused some of the scenes from his first
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film. For example, the interviews with the domestic workers from the detention are included in
both of the films. Maher is also present in the first film, however his role was less important,
since the filmmaker focuses more upon his sister who is also working together with Maher in
their family business. This means that the filmmaker took a decision to prioritize less Maher’s
family in ‘’Maid in Hell’’ and emphasize him as a recruiting agent. In terms of intertextuality,
the filmmaker is also using same Youtube and private recording clips in the second film and he
did it the first one (WHY, The Secret Slaves of the Middle East 2016 ).

The choices made in the documentary film can be also influenced by the fact that THE WHY
uses broadcasters as their main platform for sharing their films. According to Fairclough
commercial broadcasting is first and foremost where the goal is to reach as many people as
possible. This effects topic choices and the way those topics are handled. More dramatic forms
of representation drawing upon fictional models, and focus upon media presenters as
‘’personalities’’ (N. Fairclough 2010, 43). Even though Søren is not in the film as a personilty,
the film implements number of personilities and controverscial characters. The fact that the film
is focusing more on social characters and their stories rather than political and social context
supports that statement.

THE WHY uses multiple platforms for the distribution of their films. This means that the
audience will have different experience of watching the film, depending on the social context
of where they are. The effects of text consumption varies from home screens to educational
screenings with ‘’Q&A’’ sessions afterwords or to museum screenings. Therefore, I see ‘’Maid
in Hell’’ involving many genres, for many on the television screens, it can be entertaining, since
the stories of characters unfold through out the film in a dramatic way. For people attending
screenings with Q&A sessions (in political institutions or organizations), the film becomes of
an informative and educational genre. The fact that ‘’Maid in Hell’’ has been screened by so
many different institutions, points a finger at the systems of knowledge and ideologies. I will
discuss this in the following chapter.
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4.3 Socio cultural practise
This chapter will aim at answering two out three following questions defined by Fairclough:
what wider sociocultural processes is this text part of, what are its wider social conditions in
terms of ideologies? In the discussion I will refer to the third question of the likely effect of the
text upon modern slavery discourse. In order to do that, this chapter incorporates literature
which is relevant to the authors claims and support those claims with systemic evidence.
4.3.1 Sociocultural processes
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the film is relatively complex in its forms and meanings.
According to Fairclough, one would expect a complex and creative discourse practice where
the sociocultural practice is fluid, unstable and shifting. Indeed, human trafficking has proven
to be a notably elastic concept, since it has been subject to a continual process of reformulation
and debate. (Quirk 2017 , 69)
Since the mid 1990’s, human trafficking discourse has undergone a number of changes. It
started off by being an issue with a strong emphasis on commercial sexual exploitation and
therefore a narrow version of what human trafficking can be considered as. The last decade has
been marked by a move towards (re)classification of many other practices and problems as
forms of trafficking (Quirk 2017 , 69). The ‘’WHY SLAVERY?’’ campaign can be therefore
seen as a result of this change in human trafficking discourse, since all six documentaries are
covering different forms of human trafficking and modern slavery. Quirk also notes in this
regard that numerous organizations have calculated that rebranding their work in terms of antitrafficking discourse will help to attract new funding streams, involving partnerships with allies
who are interested in the same topic and generating new audiences (Quirk 2017 , 75).

One of the criticism of modern slavery discourse is that it oversimplifies complex issues and
leaves out the social and historical context. Even though the film is creative and complex within
its structure, it does leave out social and historical context of the kafala system and does not
explain what that system implies. The kafala system, is the main labour migration management
system affecting millions of migrants and it is used to secure migrant labour from abroad. It’s
a central institution that defines identities, rights and obligations for employers and migrant
worker employees (Malaeb 2015, 309 ). For many years, GCC States were criticized by
international organizations and the United States, since the kafala system was considered as
human trafficking. It is also compared to a slavery system in a modern form since the kafala
system involves elements of servitude, slavery and practices similar to slavery that are
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mentioned in the UN Trafficking protocol. Many reports of violence, torture, rape and murder
and exploitation have been evident over the years under the kafala system. (Malaeb 2015, 312)
The fact that GCC states have been previously criticized and under international pressure can
explain the success of the film and a high interest from political organizations like UN HQ in
New York, British Foreign and Commonwealth office and United Nations in Copenhagen.

According to the United Nations database from 2015, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi-Arabia,
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates (who are all member states of Gulf Cooperation Council)
have one of the largest migrant stocks worldwide with around 25 million migrant workers, who
constitute about 60% of the region’s total population. The percentage of foreign labour varies
in each of those countries, but for example in the Emirate of Dubai, the percentage is around
96% of the total workforce. In general, in all Gulf Cooperation Council states GCC states
migrant workers constitute the clear majority of the labour force, composing approximately
70% of the regional labour market. (Geilsdorf and Pelican 2018 , 2)

The Gulf States have had a long history of recruitment of foreign workers. The numbers began
to rise with the discovery of oil in the Arabian shore of the Gulf in the 1930’s (Geilsdorf and
Pelican , Between regular and irregular employment: subverting the kafala system in the GCC
countries 2018 ). In regards to the historical context, Lebanese civil war (1975-1990) has been
considered as one of pull factors for Asian and African domestic workers for arriving to
Lebanon. Increased violence and intercultural tensions in the country led to an end of the
employment of domestic workers from neighbouring Arab countries and of Palestinians and
Lebanese in Lebanon, who would be associated with opposing minorities. This is why recruiters
started to establish contacts with and recruiting from Asian and African countries like Sri
Lanka, the Philippines, Ethiopia and other countries. (Mansour-Ille and Hendow 2018 , 449)
The kafala system was established in the 1950’s as a guest-worker scheme in several regions
that abolished slavery during that period. The kafala system has had a long history and the
origins of the system lie in the attempt to benefit national unskilled workers, and to provide the
country with temporary rotating labour that will contribute to the countries’ economic
development when needed. The uniqueness of kafala system in comparison to other
contemporary migration policies is not the fact that it prohibits long-term stays of foreign
workers. It is merely the fact that foreign worker’s entry, stay, mobility and exit is controlled
by kafil (employer). This leads to privatization of migration governance, which is a results high
vulnerability of migrant workers abuse and exploitation (Geilsdorf 2016 , 167).
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O’Connell, explains that the kafala system can be seen as a visa system ‘to ensure that migrant
workers are temporally transient and spatially fixed’. Such programs can be also found
elsewhere in the world, especially in the countries, where migrant labour plays a vital role in
the economy. Such countries are for example Canada, Australia, the UK, Japan and Malaysia
as well as the United States. In the United States there is a similar program like the kafala
system, that is called H-2 programme. This program brings seasonal agricultural ‘’guest
workers’’ into the country and the evidence showed that those workers were also systematically
exploited and abused. (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 144)

This means that he ultimate question comes down to migration rights and the state control over
borders and persons. Such programs, like the one that is talked about in the film, are designed
to control and allow the physical movement of human being across geopolitical borders.
Through such visa systems, migrants are prevented from rooting themselves into the host
societies and communities in the way that citizens do. This keeps migrants with different
statuses, guest workers, etc., as the outsiders and ‘’aliens’’. The visa system fix migrants as
outsider’s even though they are present on the territory of the state, paying taxes and
contributing to its economic viability. (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 145)

4.3.2 Ideology
The kafala system in the Gulf Cooperation Council States and Lebanon is just one example of
state who impose this kind of control. Taking into consideration that this film relies on the neoliberal understanding of human rights (as does the modern slavery discourse) and so does the
anti-slavery discourse, it is important to ask which kind of ideology this discourse is part of.
Countries that depend heavily on migrant labor implement immigration policies which typically
provide aspiring migrants with only temporary authorization to work in the destination country.
Depending on a specific country, a variety of further restrictions on their rights and freedoms
are imposed. These restrictions are a form of state control over migrant workers. By assigning
legal statuses, migrant workers are limited in regars to their privileges, immunities, liabilities
and obligations with respect to others. (O'Connell Davidson 2015, 145)

The film is based on a neoliberal understanding of political economy, which takes capitalist
free enterprise, individual liberty, and private ownership as essential to human freedom. (K.
Kempadoo 2015, 16) As an example, in the beginning of the film Maher explains: ‘’ In this
field, you cannot trust everyone. There is no law, man. No law. Let us say – Middle East
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governments don’t respect the law. And everyone in the world is looking for money.’’ At the
end of the film he states: ‘’This is the politics of the world, man. I am stronger than you, I will
destroy you. There are people, who are high up. They have people working under them. And
these people even though they are poor, they also have people who work for them. Nothing will
change, I think’’ (Appendix 1, 50:00). Taking into consideration that human rights is a running
theme through out the whole film, a scene like this represents Maher in a way that is very
foreign or ‘’other’’ to a Western perspective. Without knowing the economic context and
history of the kafala system it is difficult to relate to Maher’s view on world politics.

The decision to leave out a definition of the kafala system or its historical context can be
interpreted as a way to avoid talking about the issue in terms of migration. This allows the
filmmaker to keep the focus of the film on human rights and therefore talk about modern slavery
in terms of victims and not as active agents seeking for work. This represent certain ideological
standpoint. Hila Shamir (Shamir 2012 ) in his article ‘A Labour Paradigm for Human
Trafficking’’ points out the deep ideological and normative divide between the labour approach
to trafficking and the human rights approach. The dominant human rights conception of
trafficking labels trafficked persons as innocent victims who need to be rescued from criminals.
The labor approach however, shifts the focus to the agency of potential of the workers, who can
be empowered to transform their working conditions. (Shamir 2012 , 82) Therefore, the human
rights approach constructs the trafficked person as a passive victim and the labour approach as
an agent who can change their situation. (Shamir 2012 , 106) In terms of systems of knowledge
and ideologies, ‘’modern slavery’’ is part of the larger human rights framework and therefore
promotes relatively clear ideological standpoint.
The emphasis on extreme and exceptional suffering, as an example the one of Mary’s in the
film, is an effective mean of raising public concern about those who are effected, but as
O’Connell writes, it also depoliticizes the problems that are dealt with. The focus opon morality
of individual employers (like for example Maher) creates insignificance of the structures and
systems within which those employers operate.
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5. Discussion
The discussion section will link the results and findings of the research to the scientific
objectives and chosen theoretical framework. Furthermore, it will discuss the question of the
possible effects of the film in relation to modern slavery discourse and further sociocultural
context that has been introduced in the previous chapter.

Social semiotic approach for analysing media discourse has enabled the researcher to engage
with the film as a communicative event in systematic and informed way. The results indicate
that issues regarding structural importance like framing and editing play a key role in the
representation, orientation and organization of meanings as a semiotic construct. Furthermore,
the analysis shows how choices that are made in relation to editing, music, camera-work
influence the representation of social characters in the film to the extent that it positions the
characters in different ways. It is in fact the importance of combining the elements of editing,
music, spoken language when analysing the meaning as they all integrate into a dynamic text.

In the methodological section I outlined that the obvious limitation of semiotic analysis is that
in comparison with linguistically oriented approaches, semiotic analysis does not show detailed
properties of the texture of the text. However, I would argue that semiotic analysis has
demonstrated the influence of music in this particular film, which has not limited the analysis
but instead opened it to new results and findings. Music has been implemented actively
throughout the whole film, it has been sounding more dangerous and suspicious in the scenes
with recruiting agents and more melancholic and sad in the scenes with Mary’s family before
and after her death. Furthermore, the scenes where the abusive and exploitative treatments of
domestic workers are talked about, are accompanied by dramatic music. Therefore, the film has
a tendency to dramatize events, represent recruiting agents as dangerous actors and also
represent ‘’modern slavery’’ as unique and evil by dramatizing the scenes (with music) where
domestic workers talk about their experience.
By implementing Fairclough’s three dimensional model, the researcher was able to link the
properties of the documentary film to its wider institutional dimension and further sociocultural
context. The analysis showed that the focus on individuals such as Maher and Emma had an
effect of excluding historical and social context of the kafala system. The kafala system has
been described through implementation of journalistic news bits. Therefore, the system was
described as modern day slavery because it ‘’ties workers to their employers, they can’t change
their jobs or leave the country without a permission. The passport is taken away and there is
no means of communicating’’. The sociocultural context analysis showed the importance of
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historical and social context of the kafala system, as it explains first of all why the system is
implemented in the first place and secondly why the domestic workers are in a vulnerable
position.

By dissociating the kafala system from its historical roots, the film presents kafala system and
the mistreatment of domestic workers as exceptional, extraordinary and new in today’s context.
This is misleading because the kafala system has been existing in the Middle East region for 70
years and has served as a central institution that has defined identities, rights and obligations of
employers and migrant worker employees (Malaeb 2015, 309). Therefore, the results confirm
the literature and previous studies, which state that modern slavery discourse has an effect of
oversimplifying complex issues.

The data suggests that migration as a term and socio-political process is absent and suppressed
in the film. I further link this property of text to ideologies and power relations. Creating a
slavery analogy in case of this film in particular, creates insignificance towards active desire
for movement and work and towards structural factors that make individuals vulnerable both
as migrants and as workers and creates more significance to the fact that they are abused and
exploited. O’Connell explains that this tendency deflects attention from the structural factors
that make individuals vulnerable both as migrants and as workers (O'Connell Davidson 2015,
159).

To answer the question of the likely effects of this film upon modern slavery discourse, the
results of this thesis showed that the film implements stereotypical portrayals of recruiting
agents and victimizes domestic workers by representing them as passive agents and not as
active migrants who seek to improve their economic situation. This is done through distant
portrayal of domestic workers in the scenes where Maher is present and limited number of
scenes where domestic workers are being interviewed about their experiences and thoughts
about their role as domestic workers. Furthermore, the fact that this film has been used by
broadcasters, political organizations like UN City in Copenhagen and UN HQ in New York,
universities and other institutions as educational material, raises the question about films further
implications. Since the film has an individualized approach of the issues regarding exploitation
of domestic workers, it is likely that the focus of the discussions curated after the screenings is
upon individuals in the film and therefore see recruiting agents and employers as the root cause
of the abusive treatment. Such focus has likely effects of leaving out structural causes and the
larger framework of border controls and blame the problem on the ignorance of Middle Eastern
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policy-makers as shown in the film (in the news clips about economic negotiations of Saudi
Arabia and Nairobi). Furthermore, Emma in one of the scenes states her thoughts about such
negotiations:
‘’So you see, I don’t understand, how are we going to tackle this issue. Whether someone is
going to die, whether they’ll be killed or maimed… It is none of their business. It is a cartel.
Kenyan government knows, Saudi Arabia knows, Jordan knowns. It is known. And it will not
stop. This is a business; it is just like drugs. It cannot stop’’ (Appendix 1, 52:02).
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6. Conclusion
This thesis has been inspired by personal experience of working at an NGO that uses
documentary films to promote human rights. Being part of the project called
‘’WHYSLAVERY’’ as an video editor, I experienced a lot of insights into documentary film
and broadcasting industry. ‘’Maid in Hell’’ has been the most successful film out of six other
films in that project. The curiosity and supicioun towards the success and interest of political
organizations to screen the film has been motivation to research ‘’modern slavery’’ critically.
Therefore the aim of this thesis has been to answer the following question: How does the film
‘’Maid in Hell’’ socially contitute modern slavery discourse?

Modern slavery discourse has been regarded as an elastic concept that has emerged due to
changes in human trafficking discourse. As human trafficking has been expanding to variety of
practices and number of other umbrella terms have emerged, including modern slavery
discourse that exceeds the parameters of lawful definitions. Modern slavery discourse rests
upon particular vision of modernity, which connects current problem of human trafficking to
historical context of forced labor and therefore highlights the current problem to brutal reality
and human suffering.
By adopting constructivist view on documentary films, the research positioned ‘’Maid in Hell’’
as a documentary film that constitutes its own version of reality and my effort as a researcher
was to describe and contextualize these realities and how they depend on interests and of those
who produce them. Since documentary films play a role in wider processes of cultural change,
power relations and ideologies, an important part of the research was also to identify those
changes and relations.

Firstly, social semiotic approach for analyzing documentaries enabled the researcher to analyze
the documentary film in its greatest detail. The results show how implementation of editing
techniques which are focused upon music, inclusion of news and private recordings, statistics
in the information cards and individualized story telling have an effect of supporting the
argument of modern slavery and therefore have an effect of constituting the discourse.

Secondly, the thesis shows that the representations of social characters reveal clear differences
in the editing techniques. The complexity of the film lied within the implementation of two
opposite stories, taking argumentative turns. The story of Maher and Emma entered into a
dialogue, where one side represented the business oriented recruiting agent and his motivations
and the other side represented Emma, a powerful senator who is seeking to fight for the rights
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of the women in Kenya who have been abused and exploited. The film therefore implements
more complex characters than are discussed in previous literature in regards to human
trafficking stereotypes (meaning innocent victims and evil villains). However, the analysis
concludes that by implementation of music differently across these stories, it has the tendency
to dramatize the events and portray the recruiting agents as dangerous and suspicious. Emma
breaks the stereotype of a young, naïve human trafficking victim and therefore introduces new,
more complex character. The kafala system is being represented through instances of abuse and
exploitation of domestic workers and a system that is profitable for the government, recruting
agencies and the employers. This becomes evident in the ‘’business language’’ use of Maher
and implementation of political clips that focus upon economic relations of the countries.

Thirdly the results indicate individualization of modern slavery as a social issue led to exclution
of historical and social context of the kafala system. Sociocultural context chapter showed, that
the kafala system has historical roots in the migration pattern in the Middle East. An important
finding was that the exclution of social and historical context enabled the filmmaker to avoid
talking about the kafala system in terms of migration and therefore portay it as new and
exceptional. Furthermore, larger issues of state control over borders and person and rooting of
migrants into host societies are important elements of the kafala system, which are not being
touched upon in the film.
To conclude this research, the results indicate that the film ‘’Maid in Hell’’ is a product of
number of sociocultural changes and has a likely effect of reproducing ‘’modern slavery’’
discourse. Therefore, the film as a media text has been a meaningful part of studying
sociocultural change in relation to human trafficking discourse, anti-slavery activism and larger
political processes such as migration rights and state control over borders and persons. All of
these aspects carry social importance and therefore are a potential for further research.
Therefore, this thesis has contributed to the excising literature about modern slavery and its
effects on creating knowledge about our current social problems and the analysis of this
particular documentary films opens up a number of different issues, problems that need further
attention and research.
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